The concept that epilepsy is a disease of childhood and adolescence is rooted in pretty common knowledge. Actually it's not quite right as several epidemiological studies conducted in developed countries have shown that both the incidence and prevalence of epilepsy is higher among the elderly compared to other segments of the population and is growing in connection with the increase of age from 55 onwards. The incidence of epilepsy in the general population is estimated by the epidemiological study Rochester \[[@B1]\] in 44 cases/100.000 inhabitants per year. The same study estimated the age-specific incidence is high (82 cases) in the first year of life, decreases during childhood, remains stable and relatively low in adulthood and grows considerably from 55: subjects aged\> 75 years showed the peak incidence (139 cases). As regards prevalence data in Rochester study \[[@B2]\], it is interesting to note that the cumulative rate of epilepsy in the age groups 55-64 and 65-74 year-old is around 1.5%, which is the double of the previous age-ranges. In the course of the \"Rotterdam study", the prevalence of active epilepsy was found to be 0.7% in the age-range 55-64 and 1.2% in the age-range 85-94 \[[@B3]\] As concerns the clinical and semiologic aspects, seizures of the elderly are more difficult to interpret correctly for a variety of reasons, as opposed to those of the child or young adult which are more easily recognized. This is because the elderly person often presents with other comorbid diseases and is being treated with drug therapies that have adverse side effects or may fake seizures. In the elderly partial seizures generally prevail on generalized ones with alteration of contact with the surrounding environment with or without secondary generalization. The most common underlying etiology of seizures that begin later in life is the cerebro-vascular one, followed by cancer and head trauma, metabolic disorders and degenerative diseases (like Alzheimer\'s disease).
